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ABSTRACT
There have been many studies on understanding data visualization
regarding general users. However, we have a limited understanding
of how people with ADHD comprehend data visualization and how
it might be different from the general users. To understand accessi-
ble data visualization for people with ADHD, we conducted a crowd-
sourced survey with 70 participants with ADHD and 77 participants
without ADHD. Specifically, we tested the chart components of
color, text amount, and use of visual embellishments/pictographs,
finding that some of these components and ADHD affected partici-
pants’ response times and accuracy. We outlined the neurological
traits of ADHD and discussed specific findings on accessible data
visualizations for people with ADHD. We found that various chart
embellishment types affected accuracy and response times for those
with ADHD differently depending on the types of questions. Based
on these results, we suggest visual design recommendations to
make accessible data visualizations for people with ADHD.
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1 INTRODUCTION
A tremendous amount of data is generated every day, and the use of
data becomesmore prevalent. Hence, the importance of data literacy
rises. The ability to understand data is required nowmore important
than ever to make crucial decisions, including financial, educational,
and medical decisions. Data visualizations are often very helpful
in making these vast quantities of data more comprehensible and
digestible, and there has been a lot of research on the effects of data
visualizations on general populations. These works have studied
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the best uses of color [63, 69, 71, 78, 87], the best amount of text
[36, 41, 47, 48, 77], and the effects of different chart types [11, 12, 15].

As the reliance on digital visualizations has increased, data sci-
entists and the visualization community have become increasingly
aware of the divide between those who can and cannot access im-
portant data via existing visualization methods. For example, the
rise in technological advances has contributed to a widening gap
in accessibility as people with visual disabilities are unable to inter-
pret increasingly complex data visualizations that new techniques
provide [19, 27].

The question on how to create accessible data visualizations
has been the topic of many recent studies. Some researchers ex-
plored accessible visualizations for people who are blind or vision
impaired [43], people with intellectual and developmental disabil-
ities [84, 85], and people with photosensitive epilepsy [75]. How-
ever, little research has been conducted on whether visualizations
can be adapted to be accessible for individuals with Attention-
deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD). ADHD is a neurological
disorder that is manifested as “impairing levels of inattention, disor-
ganization, and/or hyperactivity-impulsivity”. Formany individuals,
ADHD may limit effective communication, social participation, or
academic achievement [6, 33]. Because of these traits, the disorder
is often linked to inhibiting a person’s ability to digest or analyze
information. This is a concern as data-driven decisions become
more frequent in people’s everyday lives.

Data visualization guidelines and perception research that apply
to a general audience may not be inclusive for people with ADHD,
which is a neurodevelopmental disorder. For example, in the con-
text of color, adults with ADHD showed deficits in responding to
blue stimuli [46]. ADHD has also been shown to hinder reading
ability, so those with ADHD might be affected by the amount of
text used in data visualizations [21, 60, 61]. The amount of research
on accessible data visualizations for ADHD is insufficient consider-
ing the prevalence of ADHD today. Rates of diagnosis for ADHD
among college students are 7.11% in Canada and are ranging from
2% to 8% in the United States [53]. Also, approximately 2.5% adults
around the world were estimated to have ADHD [73]. Thus, there
is a need to further study the effects of ADHD in the fields of com-
puter science and data communication to understand how people
with ADHD interpret data visualizations and provide accessible
forms if there are any challenges confronted by those with ADHD.

In this paper, we surveyed existing research related to ADHD
and accessible data visualizations. We outlined ways in which the
body of work for accessible visualizations can be expanded. We
conducted a crowd-sourced survey of 147 participants to test the
effect of different chart components – color (hue), text amount, and
embellishments/icons – on response time and accuracy for people
with ADHD and without ADHD. We found that changing these
chart components did not significantly affect the responses of those
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with ADHD compared to the control group. The use of minimal text
in graphs correlated with higher performances in both groups. In
addition, the responses of those with ADHD to charts using visual
embellishments and pictographs were dependent on the task. Based
on the findings of this study, we proposed preliminary guidelines
on how to make data visualizations more accessible and effective for
those with ADHD. We also found evidence that the preferences and
personal interests of the viewer did not correlate with performances,
but the activation of hyperfocus through enjoyment or stress might
need to be considered when designing equitable visualizations. Our
main contributions are:

• We conducted an online crowd-sourced study that included
both people with ADHD and those without ADHD to under-
stand how those with ADHD comprehend charts.

• We found the characteristics of people with ADHD in un-
derstanding data visualizations, which are similar to the
characteristics of people without ADHD, with respect to
specific visualization factors – color, text amount, and em-
bellishment.

• We suggest design guidelines for data visualizations based
on visualization literacy characteristics found in people with
ADHD with the goal of helping them better understand their
data.

2 RELATEDWORK
This section reviews the definition and attributes of ADHD, as well
as the perception and cognition of people with ADHD. Addition-
ally, we cover other accessible visualization works to explore and
understand how to enhance data accessibility for individuals with
diverse abilities.

2.1 Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder
Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) is a neurological
disorder, and the symptoms of ADHD can include inattention, dis-
organization, and hyperactivity-impulsivity [6, 16, 17]. Inattention
and disorganization may present as being unable to focus on tasks,
appearing not to listen, and losing materials when not appropri-
ate for the individual’s age or developmental level. Hyperactivity-
impulsivity can manifest as excessive movement and fidgeting, an
inability to stay seated, intruding into other people’s activities, and
having trouble waiting, when not appropriate for the individual’s
age or developmental level. Hyperactive-impulsive symptoms of
ADHD have been shown to gradually weaken as the person ages
[30]. There are different types of ADHD, and some people may
predominantly experience inattention without hyperactivity, previ-
ously referred to as Attention-Deficit Disorder (ADD). It has also
been documented that the inattention symptom from ADHD can
manifest as the inability to shift their focus away from a particular
task, known as “hyperfocus” [38]. Hyperfocus is an attention state
of extreme focus on one topic or task, which can contribute to high
academic and creative achievement in those with ADHD [7, 10].

Although ADHD is not considered a learning disability, it is
known to co-occur with other specific learning disabilities, such as
a reading or word processing disability [1, 6]. The physiology and
cause of ADHD are not yet fully understood. Some evidence has
been found to support a genetic link for ADHD, but its cause is not

isolated to a single gene [80]. Medicine and treatment work to alter
neurotransmitters, which are believed to be heavily involved with
ADHD but are not proven to be the cause of the disorder. Thus,
treatment often targets the symptoms of ADHD rather than the
source, and it does not completely remove ADHD symptoms [23].
There is no specific biological marker that can be used to diagnose
ADHD [6]. However, there does appear to be a sex-related pattern,
either due to diagnostic practices or to a biological aspect of the
disorder. ADHD is diagnosed more frequently in males than in
females (a ratio of around 2:1 in children and 1.6:1 in adults) [6].

The need to study on people with ADHD as a user group is
due to the prevalence of the disorder today. ADHD is most often
diagnosed in childhood, but it is known to persist into adulthood.
The estimated rate of ADHD in children around the world is 5− 7%,
and the rate of occurrence for adults is approximately 2.5% [23].
The percentage of college students who have ADHD in the United
States is estimated to be as large as 8% [53].

2.2 Perception/Cognition of People with ADHD
There is little work on how ADHD affects a person’s response to
visual channels. This is partly due to the current lack of understand-
ing regarding the causes and specific neurological or biological
effects of ADHD [80]. Studies have shown that ADHD is correlated
with higher rates of self-reported vision problems but not with
structural eye differences. [9]. The causes for these observations re-
main to be explained. Although most color vision studies on ADHD
focus on children, one study verified that adults with ADHD also
have visual issues related to the color blue but not with red or
green [46]. Another study found no hue discrimination between
groups of students with and without ADHD, although students
with ADHD needed more time in their color-picking task overall.
The study also found that female students without ADHD showed
a faster response time than males without ADHD in discriminating
red saturation, but there was no such sex difference in the other
group [45].

There are many works that study reading literacy in relation
to ADHD. Miranda et al. [61] discovered that adults with ADHD
received significantly worse results than adults without ADHD on
the metrics of reading speed and accuracy in answering questions.
Coelho et al. [21] discovered similar language deficits could be
found in people with ADHD regardless of their age. Contradicting
these claims, Laasonen et al. [52] found that ADHD does not im-
pair phonological skills, which are vital to reading comprehension.
Alqahtani et al. [5] found that high school students with and with-
out ADHD received similar marks in response time and quality of
responses when answering questions that asked the reader to ex-
tract information from charts, tables, and paragraphs of text. They
also found that people with ADHD preferred the textual paragraph
over the chart despite the fact that the former form led to the longest
response times and equally accurate responses [5]. We explore gen-
eral methods to aid people with ADHD by making visualizations
easier to perceive and comprehend.

2.3 Accessible Visualization
Accessible data visualizations are graphs or charts that are edited to
assist people with diverse abilities in understanding data [18, 42, 43].
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Increasing accessibility allows for many more people to make data-
driven decisions. Among the work that focuses on creating accessi-
ble data visualizations, the largest concentration is on how to make
color palettes accessible for those with low-vision and color-vision
deficiencies. Kim et al. [43] defined a design model and suggested
future directions for low-vision accessible visualizations based on
analyzing papers from over the last 20 years. Using visualization
accessibility guidelines, several methods have been developed to
automatically correct images to be color-blind friendly [62, 65, 79].
There are also several accessible visualizations for people with vi-
sual impairments or blindness through various sensory substitution
modalities. Fan et al. [27] investigated the accessibility of current
data visualizations on the web through an audit, survey, and con-
textual inquiry. They found several issues, including that many web
data visualizations are still not accessible to people who are blind
and visually impaired. VOXLENS [70] is a JavaScript library to help
people with visual impairments or blindness extract an overview
and the details of data in online data visualization using voice-
activated commands. SeeChart [4] is another tool to help people
with visual impairments or blindness understand web-based data
visualization by providing a summary of a chart through a natural
language generator and allowing them to interact with data points
through a keyboard. SVGPlott [26] is an accessible tool to create
audio-tactile charts with legends and descriptions for people with
visual impairments or blindness. AudioFunctions.web [3] is a web
app that allows people who are visually impaired to explore charts
depicting mathematical functions. It offers sonification, earcons,
and speech synthesis for the exploration through mobile devices
and PCs.

There are fewer works that focus on accessible visualizations
for other disabilities. Reaching beyond vision-related accessibility,
Elavsky et al. [25] created Chartability, a tool that allows designers
and researchers to more easily analyze whether their visualization
is accessible across many different disorders and disabilities. South
and Borkin [74] have explored how interactive visualizations can
induce seizures. From this work, accessible visualizations for those
who have photosensitive epilepsy have been developed [75]. South
et al. [76] also focused on exploring accessibility for those who have
seizures, specifically addressing seizure-inducing Graphics Inter-
change Formats (GIFs) in social media. In addition, accessibility for
people with Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities (IDD) was
studied, including Down Syndrome, Fragile X Syndrome, Autism
Spectrum Disorder (ASD), and Cerebral Palsy [84]. Wu et al. [85]
conducted semi-structured interviews to identify everyday barriers
that those with IDDs find when attempting to access data. Although
around 20% of people with IDD have ADHD [51], our study ex-
pands upon previous research on accessible data visualizations to
specifically include people with ADHD.

2.4 Guidelines to Visualization Design
Several visualization factors have been studied in the visualization
community to understand how people perceive, interpret, and com-
municate with data in various charts and graphs. For example, Saket
et al. [67] explored several visualization methods and proposed vi-
sualization guidelines based on different tasks, including using bar

charts, line charts, and scatterplots for cluster identification, cor-
relation discovery, and anomaly detection, respectively. They also
didn’t recommend using line charts to identify data values precisely
and tables and pie charts for correlation discovery. Many studies
have focused on the effects of color in data visualizations, such
as semantically discriminable colors for encoding concepts [63].
In addition, Szafir [78] found that perceptible color differences for
points in scatterplots and lines in line charts vary inversely with
the diameter of points and line thickness, respectively. She also
found that colors on longer bars were more discriminable than on
shorter bars of equal bar thickness. Saturation was also found to
have an effect on the arousal of adults, such that more saturated
color captures more attention [87]. Sibrel et al. [71] found that,
when asked to identify the greatest value in a chart in which the
greatest value is coded by darker colors, participants had a decrease
in response time compared to when lighter colors were used to
signify “more”. This correlates with a bias in which people assume
darker colors represent greater numerical values [69].

Designers and researchers have explored the effect of text in
understanding data in visualization. Kong et al. [47, 48] examined
the influence of titles in visualizations and found that the titles that
misaligned with the visualization had an impact on the perceived
visualization message, and participants recalled a visualization’s
message that more frequently aligned with titles than charts. Kim et
al. [41] investigated the effect of captions on participants’ takeaways
from visualization and found that charts have more impact on
takeaways than captions. They suggested that both the chart design,
such as highlighting and zooming, and the caption should work
together to emphasize the same chart features. Stokes et al. [77]
found that adding more textual annotations can positively influence
a viewer’s understanding of the data, particularly in the case of
highlighting maximums or other statistical calculations.

There is a debate over the usefulness of embellishment types. It
has been suggested that data visualizations should use minimal ink,
avoiding unnecessary graphical elements or distractions [81]. Gillan
and Richman [31] conducted two experiments to test a minimal
chart using minimal ink. The results indicate that the minimal chart
outperformed a traditional 2-D bar chart and a 3-D bar chart with
a background image in terms of response time. In contrast, several
studies have shown that embellishments can improve information
retention. Borgo et al. [11] found the use of embellishments has pos-
itive impacts on memorizing information in visualizations. Borkin
et al. [12] defined key factors, such as the use of color, recogniz-
able objects, and uniqueness, that could improve the memorability
of a graph. Burns et al. [15] found that using pictographs as op-
posed to plain bar or area charts had no negative effect on response
time or accuracy. Wu et al. [84] found that replacing a chart with
icons increased response times in their experiment. However, they
also found that while most people with intellectual disabilities re-
sponded positively to embellished visualizations, those with autism
preferred abstract ones. Therefore, even though there is a debate on
whether the use of embellishments is beneficial, there is reason to
study whether adding embellishments to charts helps people with
ADHD to understand their data better.
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3 FACTORS IN UNDERSTANDING CHARTS
FOR PEOPLE WITH ADHD

Various types of data are generated every day, and it is necessary
to understand such data properly and easily in order to make better
decisions. Barriers to accessing data can have a profound effect on
a person’s day-to-day life. The goal of creating accessible visualiza-
tions is to help reduce these barriers to comprehending data. People
with ADHD, in particular, encounter the challenge of balancing
attention-grabbing and focus-keeping aspects of charts with the
component’s ability to distract or be too stimulating [29]. Under-
standing the specific ways that people with ADHD see charts could
help to create the accessibility of data visualizations and support
data-driven decision-making.

To understand how people with ADHD interpret data in visual-
ization, we discussed our research goals with two domain experts
who focus on neurobiological differences in ADHD. They expressed
that there is little existing knowledge about ADHD’s interaction
with charts, but they confirmed that the goals were worth inves-
tigating due to prior research on ADHD’s interaction with vision,
reading, and understanding. People with ADHD, in particular, en-
counter the challenge of balancing attention-grabbing and focus-
keeping aspects of charts with the component’s ability to distract
or be too stimulating [29]. Thus, conventional design practices for
general audiences may result in inaccessible data communication
for adults with ADHD. The experts expressed a desire for empirical
research on how chart design decisions affect the chart-reading
performance of adults with ADHD.

There are many different components of data visualizations that
can influence a chart’s readability. In this study, we selected the
three chart components: basic color choices, the amount of text, and
the use of related visual embellishments or pictographs. Because
the choice of color in visualization influences the efficiency and
effectiveness of data perception [86], we tested basic colors that are
commonly used in visualization. Additionally, based on observa-
tions about the amount of text and using visual embellishments in
chart understanding [77, 84], we tested the effects of the amount of
text and the use of related visual embellishments or pictographs,
compared to plain charts without any text description or any em-
bellishments, respectively. This study focuses on whether the chart
literacy of people with ADHD differs from the general population
with respect to specific chart design decisions and, if such a dif-
ference exists, how to create more accessible data visualizations
based on those findings. In addition to functional differences due
to lack of focus, people with ADHD are also known to exhibit ex-
tremely strong focus on specific topics or tasks [7]. This inability
to control the object of their focus could cause a divide between de-
sign decisions that are functionally effective in boosting readability
and the reader’s enjoyment in the chart. Thus, when considering
the equality and accessibility of charts, there are two aspects that
need to be separated: enjoyment and understanding. This study
also highlights whether people with ADHD tend to prefer certain
charts and whether that conflicts with their ability to perform tasks
or comprehend charts. Domain experts also suggested using an
online survey to test our hypotheses since recruiting participants
with ADHD who are willing and able to remember or arrive at

in-person research labs has become more difficult since the rising
use of virtual meetings.

In collaboration with domain experts and based on our literature
survey, we designed and tested hypotheses that consist of factors
that might impact accessible visualization for people with ADHD:
basic chart colors, the amount of text, the use of related visual
embellishments or pictographs, and user preferences.

H1. Chart colors will differently affect response times and accuracy
of those with and without ADHD. Colors are used in data visualiza-
tions to encode both categorical and numeric values. The perception
of color thus affects a person’s ability to comprehend a chart [57].
However, ADHD is correlated with higher rates of self-reported
vision problems, and these vision problems are not represented in
physical eye conditions, suggesting that the issue is perceptual or
cognitive [9]. Another experiment also noted that participants with
ADHD had more visual problems related to blue-yellow stimuli
[46]. Based on these results, we anticipate that specific hues for
charts will target ADHD differently.

H2. Increasing the amount of text in data visualization will nega-
tively affect the response times and accuracy of those with ADHD.
Several studies have shown that ADHD affects reading ability.
Adults with ADHD scored lower in reading speed and accuracy
when answering questions [21, 58, 61]. In addition, people with
ADHD took longer time to answer questions based on paragraphs
of text questions than those based on charts [5]. This is further
complicated by the discovery that ADHD is often found alongside
other specific learning disabilities, such as a reading disorder com-
monly known internationally as dyslexia [6]. We anticipate that
the performances of participants with ADHD will have a negative
relationship with text amount.

H3. The use of embellishments in charts will improve response
times and accuracy of those with ADHD. Researchers have not
yet studied on how the amount of extra images in charts affects
viewers with ADHD specifically. When given distractions that were
unrelated to the task of letter search, such as cartoon characters,
participants were highly vulnerable to distraction (measured by
response speed) [28]. However, participants’ perceptual load was
increased by images that resembled the letters they were searching
for, resulting in the level of overall distraction being reduced. For
those with ADHD, when individuals are faced with high levels of
perceptual load, it can help improve their abilities to focus their
attention [29]. These findings are also reflected when examining
Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities (IDD), but the results de-
pended on the specific IDD [84]. Due to these differences observed
among IDDs and because only around 20% of people with IDD have
ADHD [51], we study whether people with ADHD specifically can
benefit from different embellishment types. In the study, we use
embellishments that represent data, so we expect that the embel-
lishments will help people with ADHD understand data better.

H4. User preferences for people with ADHD will not match the
charts that result in the highest performances. When considering the
equality and accessibility of charts, there are two aspects that need
to be separated: enjoyment and understanding. Little correlation
between preference and performance has been found in the domains
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of musical education [50], cognitive psychology [24], and human-
computer interaction [55]. Among participants with ADHD, few
were shown to dislike paragraph descriptions of data sets despite
the fact that this form led to the longest response times and equally
accurate responses to charts [5]. A negative relationship between
perception and understanding has also been found regarding the
use of pictographs and icons [15, 84]. We anticipate that these
differences will be repeated in this study, and user preferences for
those with ADHD will not correlate with chart components that
lead to the best response times or accuracy.

4 STUDY DESIGN
We designed a crowd-sourced study to confirm our hypotheses,
which involved two parts: a problem-solving task to find the dif-
ferences in completion time and accuracy between groups of par-
ticipants with and without ADHD, and a preference task in which
participants ranked charts with various chart components. We
asked participants to be as accurate as possible for the problem-
solving tasks, and we did not show them the duration time of the
study in order to minimize their random guessing.

4.1 Stimuli
In order to create accessible graphs, which are visual forms of
data communication, we must understand how people with ADHD
interact with graphs in terms of different factors. We designed the
study focusing on three stimuli, which are color, text amount, and
embellishment. Figure 1 illustrates examples of the stimuli used in
the study.

Color. We generated graphs using different colors. We tested
monochromatic ColorBrewer hues since it is one of the common
color palettes used in design and academia having some pre-built
accessibility options for color blindness [22, 35]. Color mappings
of ColorBrewer colors can also reduce contrast effects [13, 86].
In digital visualizations, Gray, Red, Blue, and Green are largely
used [86]. Among them, we focused on testing Red, Blue, and Green
colors because digital displays use a combination of these three
colors. We used Gray as a baseline color for the response time and
accuracy measurements because gray-scale colormaps have been
found to be inferior for conveying value information [82]. For the
preference task, we asked for participants’ preferences only on
Red, Blue, and Green colors to focus on understanding preference
analysis on our target colors.

In the study, we monotonically varied the lightness of each color
in a Heatmap (as shown in Figure 1a) to understand how partic-
ipants interpret color mappings. Using Heatmaps helps to study
how participants perceptually and cognitively discriminate values
corresponding to the lightness of a color [69]. In addition, using
regularly increasing intervals of lightness in Heatmaps allows us
to better control lightness and saturation shown across charts of
different monochrome hues [14]. The intervals of color lightness
were predefined by the discrete ColorBrewer scale, which are man-
ually designed palettes in the perceptual color space [13]. The color
palettes follow an evenly spaced sequence of lightness steps, regard-
less of hue. This ensures perceptual consistency between intervals,
making color perception difficulty similar between trials [13]. Par-
ticipants were asked to name the coordinate corresponding to the

square with the lowest lightness, which would be considered to
have the greatest value because people assume that darker colors
are associated with larger data values [69]. The fabricated data set
was used in order to lower the chances of knowledge bias and pre-
conceived color associations. In addition, we minimized the chances
that participants were simply being drawn to the largest colored
area (the area-is-more bias) [68] by reducing the number of large
areas with the same colors. The number of large areas was reduced
by using randomized data. Finally, we broke up areas where the
same values appear side-by-side with grid markings to also reduce
the area-is-more bias [68].

Text Amount. This study then examined the effect of text on chart
comprehension for people with ADHD. We selected four levels of
text from the set of stimuli referring to Stokes et al. [77], which
represented increasing amount of labels: Level 1 (a graph with only
labeled axes); Level 2 (a graph with the axes, title, and one major
point labeled); Level 3 (a graph with the axes, title, and multiple
major points labeled); and Level 4 (a paragraph of text with no
chart) (Figure 1b). We chose Level 1 and Level 4 to understand
visualization literacy for people with ADHD in two extreme cases:
a chart with only labels and only text. Level 2 and Level 3 examined
the effect of additional text on charts. Level 1 represents instances
when only the chart is used to communicate the data, and only
some context to the data is provided in the form of x and y-axis
labels. The Level 2 charts added a title and one annotation to the
chart. This level served to test annotations related to the main idea
of the chart, and charts in level 2 had an average of 21.5 words. Level
3 added more textual annotations and highlighted major trends in
the data, such that a large portion of the white background space
of the graph was covered in annotations. Participants using Level 3
charts would have to identify which pieces of text are not relevant
to the task. These charts had an average of 35.5 words. The Level 4
charts evaluated whether an entirely textual representation of the
data without a chart would be best for those with ADHD. Stimuli
from Level 4 used an average of 47 words. We labeled the levels
such that the value increases as the amount of text used increases.

All stimuli are adapted from the work of Stokes et al. [77], which
used univariate line charts because they are commonly used and
are easily annotated. The charts were all generated from synthetic
datasets and annotated by a data visualization expert, aiming to
emulate realistic but simple graphics. Standard practices, includ-
ing lightening axis ticks and gridlines, were used in the design of
stimulus in order to maintain focus on the line [77].

Embellishment. We then analyzed how visual embellishments
and pictographs affect the chart understanding of people with
ADHD. We wanted to examine whether those with ADHD are
faster at analyzing less “cluttered” designs or charts with more
images, due to the benefit of increasing perceptual load. To do this,
we tested three different embellishment types: plain bar charts,
bar charts with individual images or visual embellishments, and
pictographs, as these chart types were examined in Wu et al. [84]
under their visual embellishment experiment (Figure 1c). We chose
pictographs and charts with visual embellishments because of their
ability to engage readers and to improve recall and information
finding [11, 34]. Plain bar charts were gray bar charts with no visu-
als added to the design. Bar charts with visual embellishments were
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 1: Examples of the stimuli used in this study to test the effectiveness of certain chart components: (a) four different hues
for the color task; (b) four levels of text for the text amount task; and (c) three types of charts for the visual embellishment task
– a bar chart without any embellishments (left), use of visual embellishments (center), and using icons in pictographs (right).

gray bar charts with a single black image added onto the face of
the bars, acting as a representation of the categorical variable. For
example, an icon of a chocolate bar was used as a visual metaphor
for “hot chocolate”. Pictographs were bar charts in which bars were
replaced with stacks of icons representing categorical variables.
Each icon represented a set fraction of the value of the overall bar.
In order to investigate the min/max and ratio questions, at least
more than two categorical variables needed to be represented in
our bar charts. Thus, each trial required charts with a minimum of
three values. Based on this requirement, we designed that partici-
pants view each bar chart with three values to reduce participant
frustration and balance the task’s difficulty, following the stimuli
creation of Haroz et al. [34]. We chose to use bar charts for their
simplicity in design in order to easily highlight the meaning of the
visual embellishments. We also chose bar charts for their parallel
similarity to pictographs; such pictographs are most often depicted

in bar-like stacks, where the height or width of the stacks represent
values [34].

Currently, customized images created by artists and designers,
which are later added to graphs, still fall under the umbrella of
visual embellishments [64]. The embellishments used in this study
were created by an artist. All images and icons were relatively
simple, consisting of one consistent lightness of gray for line work
or to fill the icon. A gray-scale color scheme was used to minimize
compounding factors in color choice. We remove the possibility that
the participant is distracted by any color choices used to encode
meaning.

4.2 Task
Participants performed three tasks. To reduce participants’ frustra-
tion and the number of participants who incomplete the task due
to the difficulty of the task, we used multiple-choice questions for
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the text amount and the embellishment tasks. Multiple-choice ques-
tions also allowed us to easily assess response time and accuracy. In
our preliminary study, we found that the order of task complexity
is color (the easiest), amount of text, and embellishments (the most
challenging). We repeated the color and amount of text tasks 2 times
and the embellishment task 3 times to obtain robust results. At the
end of each task, we asked participants to rank their visualization
preferences, depicted with the various chart components (e.g., the
same chart shown in different colors for the first task). The partici-
pants were then asked to share their reasoning in a free-response
box.

Color: In the first task, we tested colors in Heatmaps. Similar
to a previous color study [69], our Heatmaps represented a grid of
ten zones of a fabricated planet’s ocean crossed with sightings of
ten different animal species. The lightness of the color of squares
represented the values of squares. We asked participants to identify
the coordinates corresponding to the greatest value in each grid.
Each color was tested twice. This resulted in eight color questions
(4 colors × 2 repeats).

We chose the task of searching for the greatest value in a graph
because it allows us to measure participants’ ability to extract the
greatest value, the darkest color, without needing to understand the
context. It is also a popular color mapping test [69, 71]. This task
focused on studying how color affects the visualization-reading
performance of participants, using the metrics of accuracy and re-
sponse time. The results of this task can tell us more about whether
people with ADHD have different cognitive and perceptual differ-
ences to color in the context of graph reading.

Text Amount: In the second task, we showed participants line
graphs annotated with various levels of text. We then asked par-
ticipants to answer a multiple-choice question for trend estima-
tion related to key takeaways from the graph (“e.g., Around which
year started the largest increase in immigration?”). We again asked
participants to focus on accuracy rather than time to minimize
motivation for random guesses. This resulted in a total of eight
questions, two questions for each level (4 levels × 2 repeats).

The goal of this task is to have participants examine and under-
stand trend shifts in the line charts/text. We aimed to test trend
identification for the time series data because the skill is useful in
understanding overall patterns in various time-series data and a
common task in time series analysis [40, 84]. In this study, we stud-
ied whether various text amounts aid or hinder the visualization-
reading performance of participants.

Embellishment: Finally, for the task testing visual embellish-
ments and pictographs, we asked participants to answer multiple-
choice questions on three different types of questions. We used
three different types of charts: a plain bar chart, a bar chart with
visual embellishments, and a pictograph bar chart. In the study,
the participants were asked to answer the following three types of
questions for each chart type:

(1) Search questions asked participants to find the value associ-
ated with a category (e.g., “How many cups of coffee were
ordered?”)

(2) Ratio questions asked participants to make judgments of
relationship based on values and area sizes of the graphs
(e.g., “Which activity receives less than 25% of screentime?”).

(3) Min/Max questions asked participants to find the largest/smallest
value in the charts (e.g., “What type of activity do people
spend the most time on while using their phones?”).

Participants were not made aware of the different question types.
This section contained 27 questions (3 chart types × 3 question
types × 3 repeats).

An array of pictographs can communicate small quantities effec-
tively, as compared to bar charts [54, 59]. Thus, we chose the Search
question to test the value estimation of a specific category for bar
charts. An array of pictographs can be used to represent the rela-
tionship between parts and the whole [15]. To understand how this
choice impacts the insights that people with ADHD gather from
charts, we used the Ratio question. Additionally, in visualization,
locating and reporting specific data is one of the tasks to mea-
sure reader’s understandability [15]. Thus, we chose the Min/Max
question to estimate this aspect.

Measuring understanding is a complicated task often replaced
by analyzing free-response answers [15], response time, and ac-
curacy [11]. In this study, we used response time and accuracy as
our objective measurements for understanding. In order to better
understand how to create accessible data visualizations for those
with ADHD, both preferences and objective measurements were
recorded for our tasks. We studied whether there is a significant
difference between the preferences of participants with and without
ADHD.

4.2.1 Data Generation. To control the characteristics of visualiza-
tion, we used synthetic data. For the text tasks, we used line charts
created by Stokes et al. [77]. Each graph used an equally complex
synthetic data set, ensuring that a difference in responses between
trials would be due to a difference in the chart text rather than
to the complexity of the data shown. In the color tasks, integers
from 0 to 4 were randomly generated for a 10 × 10 grid. One of the
coordinates was randomly increased to 5 as the testing coordinate.
For the visual embellishment and pictograph tasks, we created data
sets inspired by those used in Borgo et al. [11]. Each bar chart
consisted of three categorical variables with small random values
(less than 300) since the categorical variables represented everyday
physical items such as drink orders. For each data set, the order of
categorical variables was rotated between the chart types (plain bar
chart, chart with visual embellishments, or pictograph). The values
were slightly increased or decreased, but the relative height of the
bars to one another stayed the same. This was to help control for
visual search based on the categorical variables and actual content,
mitigating possible changes to response time based on changing
heights of the bars between chart types.

The charts shown when participants were asked to share their
preferences were selected to be similar to a real-world visualization.
Since the color tasks used the context of a fake alien planet, the
charts that were shown to ask for participants’ preferences on color
were constructed from the Seaborn “flights” dataset [83]. The text
preference charts had the context of presidential approval ratings,
and the embellishment type preference charts had the context of
drink orders at a hotel.
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4.3 Participants
We recruited a total of 160 participants, through Prolific [66], 80
each for the group with ADHD (ADHD group) and the group with-
out ADHD (Non-ADHD group). Screening questions were used to
ensure that the participants are at least 18 years old, have ADHD
for the ADHD group and do not have ADHD for the Non-ADHD
group, and are fluent in English. Responses were filtered such that
only those with normal or corrected to normal vision, including
color-blindness, were included in the experiment. This removed 10
participants with ADHD and 3 participants without ADHD. Over-
all, we analyzed 70 participants in the group with ADHD and 77
participants in the group without ADHD. Participants were given
the title of the survey as well as a short description of its goal and
expected tasks. Across both groups, participants took an average of
22 minutes to complete the survey. They were offered an average
rate of $8/hr or around $0.14/min as compensation. The ages of
all participants ranged from 18 to 54. In the group with ADHD,
there were 30 female and 40 male participants (using sex assigned
at birth). This showed that the sample population followed the
general ADHD population, where more males than females are
diagnosed with ADHD [6]. The largest represented age group was
18 - 24. In the group without ADHD, there were 38 female and 39
male participants. The largest represented age group was also 18 -
24. We also collected the participants’ education level info, which
is included in Appendix A (Figure 9).

4.4 Procedure
In order to take part in the survey, participants were grouped by
ADHD (ADHD group and Non-ADHD group). The pre-screening
was performed through Prolific. Participants were asked whether
they have attention deficit disorder (ADD) or attention-deficit/hyperactivity
disorder (ADHD) to confirm their eligibility for the study. After giv-
ing their consent, participants were asked a series of demographic
questions. The tasks were then given in the following order: Color
(8 text response questions and preference rankings), Text Amount
(8 multiple choice questions and preference rankings), Visual Em-
bellishments, and Pictographs (27 multiple choice questions and
preference rankings). The order of tasks was not counterbalanced.
To help participants prepare for the more challenging tasks, we
have ordered them according to their level of difficulty found in
our preliminary study, with the hardest task being the last one.
Prior to each task section, an instructions page and a sample ques-
tion and answer were provided. After completing all the tasks, the
participants could leave any comments.

We addressed two biases in the study design: the order of ques-
tions (Ordering bias), and tiredness (Attention bias) [11]. Between
participants, we randomized the order of questions between tasks.
This aimed to help prevent ordering bias, the possibility that an-
swering questions becomes easier after more practice. Randomizing
also helps to mitigate the effects of attention bias in our results, in
which a participant’s fatigue in doing the same task could affect
their responses to the later questions.

4.5 Data Analysis Methodology
Across all three experiments, the response time data was normally
distributed after using Tukey’s Ladder of Powers transformation.

Additionally, the data had a homogeneity of variances. Thus, we
performed an Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) on the data. For the
color and text amount experiments, we performed a two-way 2 × 4
ANOVA with two groups (people with and without ADHD) and
four factors (color: four colors, text amount: four text levels). For
the embellishment experiments, we used a three-way 2 × 3 × 3
ANOVA with two groups (people with and without ADHD), three
question types, and three embellishment types. The Tukey p-value
adjustmentmethodwas used for post-hoc analysis. For our accuracy
data, we did not use ANOVA tests since the response variable
was either 0 or 1. We created generalized linear mixed models
(GLMM) on a binomial distribution. Our experiment used two/three
repetitions for each experimental condition. For each result, we
computed an average response time and accuracy per subject per
condition. Finally, to analyze preference data, we used chi-squared
tests and the Bonferroni Adjustment as a post-hoc analysis on
the significant results. Since participants were asked to rank their
preferences in an ordinal manner, a singular blank response from a
participant was filled in with the remaining number. The results
from these tests are discussed in the next section.

5 RESULTS
5.1 Color
5.1.1 Objective Measurements. The average response times during
the color task for the group with ADHD and without ADHD were
9.59 ± 0.62 seconds (95% confidence interval) and 11.23 ± 0.70 sec-
onds, respectively (Figure 2a). The average accuracy scores for the
group with ADHD and without ADHD were 95.36% ± 0.04% and
97.08% ± 0.02% (Figure 2b).

The results of our tests revealed a significant effect of ADHD
(𝐹 (1, 145) = 4.55, 𝑝 = 0.035) and color (𝐹 (3, 143) = 10.16, 𝑝 < .001)
on response time. There was no significant interaction between
ADHD and color. Those with ADHD were significantly faster at
the color task than those without ADHD, across all hues (𝑝 = 0.03).
Participants performed the slowest on average with the graphs
using blue (11.1𝑠±0.84𝑠), and they performed the fastest on average
with green (9.72𝑠 ± 0.99𝑠). Green charts had significantly the fastest
responses averaged across both groups (𝑝 < .001). Both groups
completed the color task with a mean of at least 94%, and neither
color nor ADHD was a significant predictor for accuracy.

5.1.2 Preference Measurements. There were no significant differ-
ences when testing the highest, middle, or lowest-ranked hue pref-
erences between the group with ADHD and the one without ADHD.
However, there were differences in color preferences within each
group. There was a significant difference in color preference for
the group with ADHD (𝜒2 (4, 𝑁 = 210) = 29.49, 𝑝 < .001). In our
post-hoc analysis, it was revealed that red was significantly favored
over green (𝑝 < .001) and over blue (𝑝 < .001) (Figure 3a). For this
group, red was most likely to be chosen as the favorite color, but
it also was most likely to be chosen as the least preferred color. It
was polarizing.

The group without ADHD also showed a significance difference
(𝜒2 (4, 𝑁 = 231) = 19.714, 𝑝 < .001) between red and green (𝑝
< .001). Both groups had the smallest number of participants who
voted green as their favorite color. However, the group without
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(a) Response Time

(b) Accuracy

Figure 2: (a) mean response time and (b) accuracy with 95% CI
for different hues (Blue, Gray, Green, and Red). We compared
the group with ADHD (green) and the group without ADHD
(orange).

ADHD was much more likely than the one with ADHD to vote red
as their least favorite color over green (Figure 3b). Unlike the group
with ADHD, the group without ADHD did not have a significant
difference between red and blue preferences.

26 participants with ADHD and 26 participants without ADHD
stated that they picked the chart colors that were easiest to look
at. Participants with ADHD may have preferred the red chart be-
cause they found it perceptually easier to view. Participants with
ADHD noted “I like blue the most, but in the red one is easier to
differentiate (P48, ADHD)” and “I feel like the green chart is the
most [difficult] to read, the colors [are] too similar to me. The blue
one is better; it has more contrast, but for me, the red one is the
most accessible to read, the contrast between colors is great, and
it is overall the clearest (P58, ADHD).” Notably, one participant
differentiated ease of perceptual observation from how pleasant the

(a) Highest Ranked

(b) Lowest Ranked

Figure 3: (a) favorite (left) and least favorite (right) rankings
of hues by the group with ADHD (green) and the group with-
out ADHD (orange).

chart’s color was to physically view, stating, “I feel the red shows
the difference most clearly. However, the blue is right behind and
is more pleasing to the eyes (P64, ADHD).” Participants from the
ADHD group may have also preferred the red chart due to its ability
to grab their focus and attention. One participant with ADHD said,
“Red is a more vibrant color and catches my attention easily (P38,
ADHD).” However, as mentioned before, many of the participants
with ADHD voted red as their least favorite chart color. This may
be due to emotional associations with the color red. Color chart
preferences were often tied to aesthetic reasons, as seen in the state-
ments “Green is pleasant, red is unpleasant, blue middle ground
(P13, ADHD)” and “Red is too shocking (P19, ADHD).”

In both groups, the green chart received the fewest votes for
being participants’ favorite chart. This may be because some par-
ticipants chose chart colors based on cultural and personal context,
such as prior experience with using that color in visualizations
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(“I think the worst scale is the green one, and that might be be-
cause it’s not a common scale for me to visualize in that color (P46,
Non-ADHD)”) or general experiences with the color (“Every graph
is readable so I ranked them in order from my favorite to least
favorite color (P21, ADHD)”). For the ADHD group, the green chart
may also have been overlooked for the same reason that red was
preferred: green was not as effective in grabbing the participant’s
attention. One participant with ADHD said, “Red is easier to see,
and it makes me pay more attention. Blue is nicer on the eyes and
still provides enough contrast. Green doesn’t make me pay as much
attention as the others (P3, ADHD)”.

5.2 Text Amount
5.2.1 Objective Measurements. The average response times for the
group with ADHD and the group without ADHD were 30.61 ±
2.76 seconds (95% confidence interval) and 34.13 ± 2.62 seconds,
respectively (Figure 4a). The mean accuracy for the group with
ADHD was 84.64% ± 0.05%, and the mean accuracy for the group
without ADHD was 78.08% ± 0.05% (Figure 4b).

Therewas a significant effect of ADHDon response time (𝐹 (1, 145) =
4.06, 𝑝 = 0.05) and of text amount on response time (𝐹 (3, 143) =
158.14, 𝑝 < .001) with no significant interaction between ADHD
and amount of text. Those with ADHD were significantly faster at
answering the text amount task than those without ADHD across
all text levels. We also saw that participants had the fastest re-
sponses when using Level 1 charts (21.0𝑠 ± 1.72𝑠). An increase in
the amount of text used in a chart significantly increased response
time (Level 1 faster than Level 2: 𝑝 = 0.026, Level 2 faster than Level
3: 𝑝 < .001, Level 3 faster than Level 4: 𝑝 < .001).

Level 1 text amount significantly affected the accuracy of re-
sponses (𝑝 = 0.048). Responses for the Level 1 charts (84.7%±4.12%)
were significantly more accurate (𝑝 = 0.006) than the responses
for the paragraphs of text (Level 4) (73.5% ± 5.06%). Level 2 had
the highest average accuracy (89.8% ± 3.47%), but there was no
significant difference in accuracy between responses using Level 1
and Level 2 charts.

5.2.2 Preference Measurements. There was a significant difference
in preference for text amount within those with ADHD (𝜒2 (9, 𝑁 =

280) = 104.8, 𝑝 < .001). Overall, the greatest number of participants
ranked Level 3 charts as their favorite, and the least number of
participants rated Level 2 charts as their favorite (Figure 5a). With
further analysis, it was revealed that there were significant differ-
ences in preferences between Level 1 and Level 3 (𝑝 = 0.008) and
Level 1 and Level 4 text amounts (𝑝 < .001), with Level 1 being
preferred over Level 4. They also had significant differences in pref-
erence between Levels 2 and 3 (𝑝 < .001), 2 and 4 (𝑝 < .001), and 3
and 4 (𝑝 < .001). There was no significant difference in preference
between Level 1 and Level 2. Similarly, a majority of the group of
participants without ADHD (𝜒2 (9, 𝑁 = 308) = 89.40, 𝑝 < .001)
also ranked the Level 3 charts as their most favorite (Figure 5a).
However, they also had a significant preference for Level 2 charts
over Level 1 charts (𝑝 = 0.01), which was not seen in the group
with ADHD. There were no significant differences between the
groups when testing individual rankings for the first, second, third,
or fourth rankings.

(a) Response Time

(b) Accuracy

Figure 4: (a) mean response time and (b) accuracy with 95% CI
for text amount level. We compared the group with ADHD
(green) and the group without ADHD (orange).

Participants preferred Level 3 charts the most because the full
context given by the extra-textual annotations was viewed as help-
ful and relevant. A participant with ADHD said “[The Level 3 chart]
provides the most information in the most visually appealing way
and makes it very clear to read (P29, ADHD)”, and a participant
from the Non-ADHD group, who ranked the Level 3 chart as their
favorite, said, “I like information, the more the better. I like con-
text and visualization to work together to give me details (P43,
Non-ADHD).” Participants from both groups ranked the Level 4
stimulus as their least favorite because they found it “difficult” to
comprehend due to the lack of visual aids. One participant from
the ADHD group said, “The text in [Level 4] would be my least
preferred choice as I simply find it difficult to visualize and have
to read it over twice to fully grasp the information (P29, ADHD)”,
and a participant from the Non-ADHD group said “I find it more
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(a) Highest Ranked

(b) Lowest Ranked

Figure 5: (a) favorite and (b) least favorite rankings of text
amounts by the group with ADHD (green) and the group
without ADHD (orange).

difficult to sort the helpful data from a lot of information. It is easier
to see in a chart or diagram (P77, Non-ADHD).”

23 participants with ADHD and 17 participants without ADHD
cited that they selected charts based on how easy they were to read
or comprehend, and 9 participants with ADHD and 7 participants
without ADHD described that there needed to be a balance between
enough detail and too much detail in the chart textual annotations.
However, this balance and opinion on which chart was “easiest” to
read differed between the two groups. Participants in the group
without ADHD found that the Level 2 chart was preferable to the
Level 1 chart because it balanced between detail and simplicity. One
participant noted, “Level 2 chart wins over [the Level 1 chart]mainly
because it has information (displayed through a title) that also helps
read the data (P12, Non-ADHD).” In contrast, more participants
with ADHD preferred the Level 1 chart over the Level 2 chart
because they did not feel that the text on the Level 2 chart provided

(a) Search Questions

(b) Ratio Questions

(c) Min/Max Questions

Figure 6: Mean response time with 95% CI for each question
type: (a) Search, (b) Ratio, and (c) Min/Max Questions. We use
bar charts with different embellishment types: a pictograph,
a plain bar chart (Plain), and a bar chart with visual embel-
lishments (Visual Emb). We compared the group with ADHD
(green) and the group without ADHD (orange).

significant information. One participant stated, “The maximum
point in [the Level 2 chart] is unnecessary and feels patronizing.
It’s better to have nothing (P69, ADHD).”
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5.3 Embellishment Types
5.3.1 Objective Measurements. During the tasks that tested the
use of visual embellishments and pictographs, the mean response
time was 12.67 ± 0.61 seconds (95% confidence interval) for the
group with ADHD and 13.14 ± 0.51 seconds for the group without
ADHD (Figure 6). The mean accuracy was 86.51% ± 0.03% for the
group with ADHD and 83.84%±0.02% for the group without ADHD
(Figure 7).

There was a significant effect of question type on response time
(𝐹 (2, 144) = 389.32, 𝑝 < .001) and of ADHD on response time
(𝐹 (1, 145) = 4.92, 𝑝 = 0.03). Participants with ADHD were signifi-
cantly faster at answering the questions for this task than partici-
pants without ADHD when times were averaged across questions
and embellishment types. There was no significant interaction
between ADHD and embellishment type or no interactions among
any of these factors. However, there was a significant interaction
between question type and embellishment type (𝐹 (4, 580) = 24.66,
𝑝 < .001). For search questions, pictographs (15.5𝑠 ± 1.28𝑠) signif-
icantly slowed participants’ response times (𝑝 < .001) compared
to plain bar charts (11.4𝑠 ± 0.97𝑠). A significant decrease in re-
sponse time (𝑝 < .001) was also seen when comparing pictographs
against bar charts with visual embellishments (12.3𝑠 ± 0.85𝑠). The
charts with visual embellishments also had significantly slower
response times (𝑝 = 0.002) compared to those of the plain bar
charts. For min/max questions, pictographs (9.01𝑠 ± 1.15𝑠) signifi-
cantly improved response times (𝑝 = 0.006) over plain bar charts
(9.36𝑠 ± 0.78𝑠). Similarly, pictographs also significantly improved
response time (𝑝 = 0.002) compared to bar charts with visual em-
bellishments (9.53𝑠 ± 0.94𝑠). There was no difference between plain
bar charts and charts with visual embellishments for those ques-
tions. For ratio questions, none of the charts were associated with
significant differences in response time for either group.

Similar to that of response time, our analysis revealed that ques-
tion type is a significant factor on accuracy (𝑝 < .001). There was an
interaction between the question types and the chart’s embellish-
ment type (𝑝 < 0.03). The two groups had no significant differences
between them in terms of accuracy for this task. For min/max and
search-type questions, there was no significant difference on ac-
curacy whether plain charts, charts with visual embellishments,
or pictographs were used. The ratio questions were the most dif-
ficult to answer for both groups (Figure 7b), and participants re-
sponded significantly more accurately (𝑝 < .001) with Pictographs
(80.3%± 3.72%) than with the plain bar charts (54.6%± 4.65%). They
also performed significantly better (𝑝 < .001) with plain bar charts
than with the charts using visual embellishments (44.4% ± 4.64%).

5.3.2 Preference Measurements. There was a significant difference
in preference for embellishment type within the group with ADHD
(𝜒2 (4, 𝑁 = 210) = 48.77, 𝑝 < .001) (Figure 8). Specifically, pic-
tographs were significantly ranked the lowest compared to the
other two embellishment types (𝑝 < .001). There was no signif-
icant difference in preference between plain bar charts and bar
charts with visual embellishments. Similarly, there was a signifi-
cant difference among the rankings in the group without ADHD
(𝜒2 (4, 𝑁 = 231) = 53.84, 𝑝 < .001). They also ranked pictographs
significantly lower than the other two charts (𝑝 < .001). However,
the group without ADHD saw a significant difference in preference

(a) Search Questions

(b) Ratio Questions

(c) Min/Max Questions

Figure 7: Mean accuracy with 95% CI versus for each question
type: (a) Search, (b) Ratio, and (c) Min/Max. We use bar charts
with different embellishment types: a pictograph, a plain
bar chart (Plain), and a bar chart with visual embellishments
(Visual Emb). We compared the group with ADHD (green)
and the group without ADHD (orange).

for plain bar charts over bar charts with visual embellishments that
was not seen within the group with ADHD (𝑝 = 0.005) (Figure 8).
There were no significant differences between the groups when
testing individual rankings for the first, second, or third rankings.
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16 participants with ADHD and 16 participants without ADHD
noted that they did not like the charts with visual embellishments
or the charts with pictographs because they were too “cluttered”,
“busy”, or “confusing”. One participant from the ADHD group said,
“[The chart with visual embellishments] was simple, but the graphic
was helpful. There was no visual clutter. [The plain bar chart] re-
quired me to read into the values and legend, but it wasn’t cluttered.
[The pictograph] felt horrible for me, as it was too distracting to
obtain the valuable data instantly (P31, ADHD).” A participant from
the Non-ADHD group commented, “[The plain bar chart] has all the
info you need, [the chart with visual embellishments] has some pic-
tures that I don’t really feel they belong there and [the pictograph]
is just distracting (P51, Non-ADHD).”

A possible explanation for why the group with ADHD had no
significant difference in preference between the plain bar charts
and charts with visual embellishments is that they found that the
images from the visual embellishments to be closely connected
to the chart’s meaning, making their tasks easier. One participant
noted, “[The chart with visual embellishments] is more precise
and faster to recognize each item, [the plain bar chart] is the same
but with less detail, [the pictograph] has too much going on, it’s
interesting but not intuitive (P40, ADHD).”

6 DISCUSSION
In this study, we found that the participants with ADHD completed
all tasks faster than those without ADHD. These results may be
explained by the activation of hyperfocus, a state of high focus and
attention [7, 32]. It has been studied that those with higher numbers
of symptoms related to ADHD also have more frequent hyperfocus
events across studying, hobbies, and screen time [39]. Since partici-
pants of this study had told the purpose of the survey, it might have
activated their interest or competitiveness, a necessary component
for the activation of hyperfocus [10]. This heightened state of focus
can explain why the group with ADHD performed tasks faster than
the group without ADHD. It also could account for the similar lev-
els of accuracy between the two groups’ responses, but this result
comes as less of a surprise since it has been previously recorded
that students with ADHD produce similar quality responses to
those without ADHD when answering data-driven test questions
[5]. Despite the findings that those with ADHD were faster than
those without ADHD overall, we found evidence that specific chart
components did not affect the performances of participants with
ADHD differently than those of participants without ADHD. From
our results, we created the following preliminary guidelines.

Use similar colors for both people with ADHD and with-
out ADHD: HypothesisH1 was not supported. Best-practice hue
design decisions for a general audience may be applied to audiences
that include adults with ADHD. Chart colors do not appear to inter-
act differently with symptoms of ADHD. The lack of difference in
performance between the groups for the color blue is supported by
previous research; several works have found a lack of difference in
hue discrimination between participants with and without ADHD
[44, 45]. It was discovered that attention significantly increases the
perception of the color blue for both groups, but that does not cause
a difference in blue perception between the two groups because
those with ADHD have intact covert attention, the ability to pay

(a) Highest Ranked

(b) Lowest Ranked

Figure 8: Favorite (left) and least favorite (right) rankings of
plain bar charts, bar charts with visual embellishments, or
pictographs by the group with ADHD (green) and the group
without ADHD (orange).

selective attention to competing stimuli without moving one’s eyes
[44]. The study that found a difference in blue-yellow vision for
adults with ADHD explained that a deficiency in dopamine within
the central nervous system of those with ADHD may cause differ-
ences in the retina [46]. Since some participants may have been
taking medication at the time of our study, the participants may
not have had a dopamine deficiency, contributing to why we saw
no difference in hue discrimination between the groups.

We discovered many participants in both groups preferred red
heatmaps over blue. When asked to provide more explanation for
their choices, those with ADHD explained that they were drawn
to colors that were more attention-grabbing, such as “red is easier
to see, and it makes me pay more attention (P3, ADHD).” Others
mentioned the hue’s effect on perceived contrast: “all the hues have
good contrast and are readable (P8, ADHD)” and “for some reason,
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the contrast between the highest and second highest colors is best
in red (P11, ADHD).” Likewise, participants without ADHD said,
“Red has a bigger contrast, blue is a color that blends well together,
and the lighter colors of green are harder for me to distinguish
(P12, Non-ADHD).” and “I think that there is more contrast in
the red, followed by the blue and then the green which makes
it easier to read the data (P4, Non-ADHD).” These similarities in
preference may be related to why the groups performed similarly
in the hue tasks. Yet, these preferences do not correlate with the
hue that led to the best response times in our results, which was
green for both groups. Therefore, further work may need to be
conducted to understand the connection between user performance
and preferences. In this study, color did not affect the response time
or accuracy of participants with ADHD differently from the control
group. This is a positive discovery as it opens the number of colors
that can be used to encode meaning in charts.

Use a graph with a minimal text annotation: Hypothesis
H2 was supported. General guidelines for the amount of text
annotation on chartsmay be applied to audiences that include adults
with ADHD. Text annotations on a chart that are not relevant to the
task can negatively affect response times and accuracy. Increasing
the amount of textual annotations on charts appeared to negatively
impact the response time of those with ADHDwithout significantly
increasing their accuracy. In our study, both groups performed
significantly faster using the chart with the fewest annotations
(Level 1) as opposed to the other text levels (Level 2-4). It was also
found that participants had significantly more accurate responses
when using the graph with minimal text annotations compared to
the paragraph of text.

This is supported by previous research that adding text to a chart
can significantly affect the type of information and takeaways that
viewers find from the data; it was found that viewers are not likely to
take away information that is not included in the annotations [77].
In this study, each participant was asked to answer one question
pertaining to a major takeaway of the charts. Therefore, any text
not related to that question may have become irrelevant to the
task. We did not always ask a question directly outlined by the
labels in the charts. For the paragraph of text (Level 4), many more
words were available to act as distractors. This may explain why
participants were significantly faster when using the plain line
chart (Level 1) than the charts with other text amounts (Level 2-4).
It was found that an attention-distractability trait, measured by the
slow response time, significantly increased with irrelevant visual
cues [28].

This study found evidence that those with and without ADHD
perform similarly despite the amount of textual annotations on a
chart. Previous work has also found that those with ADHD showed
no difference in phonological processing [52] or in written test-
taking response time [5]. Additionally, the attention-distractability
trait was found in general audiences regardless of the severity of
ADHD symptoms present in a participant [28]. Therefore, those
without ADHD may be just as susceptible to irrelevant textual
distractors as those with ADHD.

In certain cases, text deliberately integrated and placed in the
right semantic context can support visual images to improve a
viewer’s understanding [37]. The Level 3 chart was voted as the
most preferred chart type by both groups. Like the color preferences,

there seemed to be a disconnect between participants’ preferences
of text amount and the effectiveness of the design choice (based
on accuracy and response time). Participants with ADHD chose
the Level 3 chart because “it provides additional context that keeps
me interested and makes it easier to remember the data produced
(P11, ADHD)” and “had an extensively detailed amount of info on
it to divulge more useful statistic visual (P49, ADHD).” Since the
preference charts were not associated with an explicit question to
be answered, some found that the highlight of the “maximum” point
in the Level 2 chart was irrelevant. One person said it “felt out of
place (P54, ADHD)”, and another participant called it “unnecessary
information (P20, ADHD).” As seen in these comments, more text
may be helpful in understanding the context of the graph, but
including extra information unrelated to the question or task at
hand impeded the participants, despite their interest in the extra
information.

We saw in this study that extraneous text can be similarly dis-
tracting for both groups if the task does not directly match the
text, causing significant decreases in response time. Therefore, we
recommend minimal use of text when designing charts for general
audiences, including those that contain people with ADHD, espe-
cially if the text is not vital to the message that the designer would
like to communicate. This guideline only applies to data visualiza-
tions created for audiences with the goal of communicating an idea
rather than visualizations created for data exploration. As we can
see in the participants’ comments, adding more information may
help when trying to understand a broader view of the data.

Use pictographs for ratio-type and min/max-type ques-
tions and plain bar charts for search-based questions: Our
findings suggested that hypothesis H3 is partially supported.
General guidelines for chart type apply to both groups, but it de-
pends greatly on the task types. Pictographs are the best for ratio-
type questions and for min/max-type questions; plain bar charts
are the best for search-based questions. Although there is a de-
bate on whether the use of embellishments is beneficial, the use
of pictographs improved the response times of participants with
ADHD in the min/max questions and improved accuracy in the
ratio questions. In addition, plain bar charts help those with ADHD
understand data in the search questions. Similar to the text-based
tasks, an increase of visual stimuli used in a chart may be use-
ful only if the images increase the perceptual load of the viewer;
that is, the amount of task-related images should be significant
enough to divert attention away from any distracting and irrel-
evant images [28]. Evidence of the effect of embellishments and
icons on perceptual complexity can be seen in the participants’
comments. One participant with ADHD said the pictographs were
“easier to process (P62, ADHD)”, and another stated that charts
with visual embellishments were “more engaging (P21, ADHD).”
However, there is a balance, as one participant wrote, “Images are
helpful and nice, but the little logos are too much and chaotic (P16,
ADHD).” In this study, we found a difference in the effectiveness of
charts with visual embellishments and pictographs between tasks.

Our search-based questions asked participants to identify and
match values with target variables in the questions, and pictographs
were the worst embellishment type for these questions. In data visu-
alization, text acts to convey details and mathematical information,
whereas visual elements better help viewers to understand the data
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set’s shape [49]. For these questions, participants perform their
searches mostly based on numerical values, and the added complex-
ity of individual icons in pictographs distracted them from their
task [29]. Additionally, for tasks that require searching for exact
values, pictographs tend to cause viewers to count each individual
item, dramatically increasing response time [15, 54]. This inclina-
tion to count can be seen in comments left by four participants
with ADHD. One participant stated that they were not satisfied
with how one icon did not equate to one count of the item (e.g.,
one cup image in the pictograph represented three drink orders).
Another participant said, “[The pictograph] looks too busy and
gives me the urge to count the icons to double check and waste my
time confirming the statistics (P49, ADHD).” Although we found
differences between response times across both groups when partic-
ipants used plain bar charts and charts with visual embellishments,
the difference between these embellishment types for the ADHD
group was marginal. This may be because participants do not feel
the need to count when they are provided with a single image. Since
charts using visual embellishments did not significantly improve
response times or accuracy of those with ADHD, we recommend
using regular plain bar charts for search-based questions.

We saw a different trend for the ratio and min/max questions.
Ratio questions asked participants to estimate the proportions of
the categorical variables relative to the whole data set. None of the
embellishment types significantly affected response times for the
ratio questions; however, pictographs contributed to the highest
accuracy overall. It was found that, when using pictographs, people
turned to broad estimation tactics when asked to estimate ratios
rather than attempting to count the icons [54]. Additionally, plain
bar charts are useful for position and length estimation, not for area
estimation [20]. These observations may be applied to people with
ADHD for ratio questions. This may account for why pictographs
perform better for these tasks than plain bar charts.

In pictographs, more icons represented larger values, and fewer
icons represented smaller values. Thus, it was easier to compare
proportions in the ratio questions and to find the largest/smallest
value in min/max questions. A possible explanation for why charts
with visual embellishments did not improve responses as much
despite also acting as a visual metaphor is that they did not aid value
estimation in that way. The image’s size or shape did not correlate
with the value of the categorical variable, so it merely acted as a
distractor [29]. One participant with ADHD commented, “I like the
way [the pictograph] uses cups to symbolize an actual number. The
bonus images in [the chart using visual embellishments] just make
it more distracting (P8, ADHD).” We see that this participant made a
connection between the cups and the value of the variable, but that
connection is not seen in the chart using visual embellishments.
The images may have helped in min/max tasks more if they were
placed at the top of the bar, since their heights would then be
mapped to a value in the graph. The placement and size of the
visual embellishments would need to be further studied.

The use of icons appears to benefit viewers more than plain bar
charts when the task requires more knowledge about the structure
of the data, such as in ratio or min/max questions. Plain bar charts
appear to benefit viewers more than charts using visual embellish-
ments or icons in simple search-and-find tasks where only textual

information, like numerical values, is needed. This leads this guide-
line on the use of visual embellishments or icons to be dependent
on the chart’s goal. Overall, however, those with ADHD did not
perform very differently from those with ADHD when comparing
embellishment types specifically.

Manage a gap between user preferences and chart perfor-
mance: Our findings suggested that hypothesis H4 is supported.
Designers should be cautious and deliberate when using more sub-
jective measures, such as user preference, to influence chart design
when creating accessible visualizations for audiences with ADHD.
We saw that across the entire study, the visualization preferences
of participants with ADHD did not align with the charts that led
to the best response times or accuracy. Other prior research has
found this disconnect to be related to the participants’ preferences
for graphs that are familiar [56]. When studying why people make
certain color decisions for graphs, semantic associations, which
depend on cultural context, and bias were found to affect reasoning
[2]. Studies also found a relationship between dislike for a chart
and how much time a participant perceives is needed to understand
and respond to a chart, regardless of actual performance [15, 84].

A gap between user preferences and chart performance for peo-
ple with ADHD may also be explained by the priming factors of
hyperfocus. Hyperfocus has been found to be activated by both
enjoyment [7] and by stress [32]. It is possible that for certain tasks
in this survey, participants with ADHD were motivated by stress,
which would lead to their high performance as well as their dislike
of the charts. Although they enjoyed certain other chart compo-
nents, they may not have been as motivated to answer the questions
correctly while in a more relaxed state. Therefore, understanding
the preferences of a viewerwith ADHDmay be important in increas-
ing engagement with data visualizations and lead to hyperfocus
status by enjoyment, not stress.

This study also showed that preference appears to be a subjective
factor. We sawmany contrasting comments on preferences between
participants with ADHD. One participant with ADHD said “The red
chart seems to be more easily readable (P1, ADHD)”, but another
said “Red is hard to read (P50, ADHD).” One participant called the
Level 2 chart, the “best visualization” despite choosing the Level
3 chart as their favorite because it “had the most information (P6,
ADHD).” A split between preference and effectiveness of the chart
can also be seen when one participant with ADHD commented,
“[the pictograph] has too much going on, it’s interesting but not
intuitive (P40, ADHD).”

Charts with visual embellishments were cited as being helpful
in reinforcing the text. One participant described the visual embel-
lishments as the “fastest to read (P20, ADHD)” and “more engaging
as it contains visualization of [variable types]”, whereas the pic-
tographs were “unnecessarily complicated (P21, ADHD)”. This was
not reflected in the response times of this study. Many of the partic-
ipants (eleven participants with ADHD) used the term “distracting”
as a reason for why they did not like either the chart with visual
embellishments or the pictograph. Some of the participants (nine
participants with ADHD) said “less was more” and “simplicity is
best.” From these results, it appears that a study focus of just ADHD
did yield different results from those of Wu et al. [84], which found
participants with intellectual and developmental disabilities (IDD)
showed a greater inclination towards icons as compared to those
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without IDD. In our study, fewer participants with ADHD preferred
the pictographs over those without ADHD. This identifies a need to
differentiate between ADHD and IDD in data visualization design.
Designers aiming to create visualizations specifically made to ad-
dress an audience of people with ADHD should carefully consider a
balance between their stated preferences and the goals of the chart.

6.1 Limitations & Future Work
Our work only covered a few chart components that can be ad-
justed to create more accessible visualizations – color, text amount,
and types of additional embellishments. Future work may study
the effect of blurring distracting chart features and animation on
audiences with ADHD. These features have been studied before
with the goal of improving educational tools for children who have
ADHD [8]. For the color tasks, many other variables could be ex-
plored. In this study, we focused on how hues affect response time
and accuracy without varying the size of the markings. However, it
has been shown that the size of the marking affects color perception
in a general audience [78]. The interacting effect of chart marking
sizes and colors on audiences with ADHD should be examined.
Other color palettes outside of those belonging to ColorBrewer
could also be examined for their accessibility. There is little re-
search on the relationship between color and the interpretability of
a line chart, especially with the added context of ADHD. Therefore,
future studies should investigate whether colors used in the text
amount task or the embellishment tasks may have had interacting
effects with our results. Future research should also expand upon
this survey to investigate how color, text amount, and embellish-
ment type interact with ADHD in the context of other chart types
and encoding choices. Similarly, future work may investigate how
chart components interact with ADHD in the context of other task
goals.

There are limitations to this study that could be later examined.
In all three tasks, the similarity of accuracy and response time
between the groups may be explained by the competitive and goal-
oriented nature of the survey. This is something that is not always
seen in real-world visualizations, such as when a viewer encounters
a chart passively online. The effects of “hyperfocus” and the study
of how and whether to activate such a state in those with ADHD
should be considered in the context of data visualizations. This
study used a crowd-sourcing service and an online survey, and
in order to increase access to the survey, computers, phones, and
tablets were all allowed as testing equipment. Thus, there was no
guarantee that participants viewed the stimuli at the intended size
of charts. The brightness of the screens may also have been variable
and have affected the color-identifying tasks. A controlled setting
in a lab could be created now based on the results of this study.
The use of eye-tracking software in order to better understand the
preferences and responses could then also be used.

In addition, it should be acknowledged that since we used an
online survey, we could not control the relative time that the partic-
ipants took the survey. This is especially the case if respondents live
in several different time zones. This may have a slight interacting
effect with our results since it was found that learning later in the
day is especially improved for those with ADHD [72]. However,
since the time at which a viewer interacts with data visualization is

not something that can be easily controlled in real-world situations,
controlling the time of day at which experiments are conducted
will need to be further contemplated.

7 CONCLUSION
Our work investigated how people with ADHD understand data vi-
sualizations, as compared to people without ADHD. We conducted
a crowd-sourced survey to measure how different chart compo-
nents affect the response times and accuracy of people with and
without ADHD. The results lead to preliminary design suggestions
for how to create more equitable data visualization design deci-
sions for adults with ADHD. This work expands upon and verifies
previous discoveries to broaden the frontier of accessibility in data
visualizations by understanding the differences in visualization
literacy between people with and without ADHD. We discovered
that color and text amount do not affect those with ADHD and
those without ADHD differently, and that the effects of text amount
and visual embellishments in graphs depend on the task associated
with a chart. Across all the experiments, participants’ preferences
did not directly match how easy the chart was to process. This
prompts further study on how personal design preferences com-
bined with ADHD can limit the effectiveness of a chart. This work
expands upon and verifies previous discoveries in order to broaden
the frontier of accessibility in data visualizations.
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INFORMATION

Figure 9: A histogram showing the breakdown of education levels for the participants with ADHD and those without ADHD.
The two groups have shown similar distributions. In this figure, we do not show education levels that were in the survey options
but not selected by any of the participants (e.g., No schooling completed, Associate degree, and Doctorate degree).
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